
Kinnaur Tour

Starts At Chandigarh Ends At Chandigarh

Itinerary
DAY 1 CHANDIGARH Â€“ KASAULI

Arrival at ChandigarhAirport, and proceed to Kasauli, one of the hill station near Shimla, covered by high trees
of pine and deodhars, O/N Kasauli.

DAY 2 KASAULI Â€“ RAMPUR Â€“ SARAHAN

After breakfast leave for Sarahan by enroute visiting the exquisite palace of erstwhile Maharajah of Rampur
Bushair,explore the town and then leave for the beautiful village of sarahan, perched High above the river
Sutlej, sarahan is steeped in legend, hill architecture and the remarkable natural beauty, orchards and small
villages. O/N Sarahan.

DAY 3 SARAHAN Â€“ KALPA

After breakfast visit to Bhimakali temple, it is revered as one of the fifty one shaktipeeth. Leave for kalpha via
reckongpeo. arrival at hotel, from hotel most of the rooms facing jorkanden and the kinnerkailash peak,
considered as one of the mythical homes of Lord Shiva and by its side is a seventy nine foot rock formation
that resembles a Shivalinga that changes the color as the day passes and is visible to the naked eye on a
clear day. And in evening visit to buddhistGompa, Hu Bu LanKar. O/N Kalpa.

DAY 4 KALPA Â€“ SANGLA

After breakfast leave for the beautiful valley of sangla. The natural scenery all around and the eternal snow
view are picturesque and charming. It is also known as Baspa valley since baspa river flows through this
valley. O/N Sangla.

DAY 5 SANGLA Â€“ CHITKUL Â€“ SANGLA

Explore the vicinity around including an ancient Kamru fort & temple dedicated to Nages God. Visit to Chitkul,
a last village on old indo â€“ tibetan trade route. Walk through green orchards and brilliant stream. O/N
Sangla.



DAY 6 SANGLA Â€“ NARKANDA

After Breakfast leave for Narkanda, beautifully located with thick woods, and the majestic view of HatuPeak.
Evening free time at leisure to explore this small tiny village.O/N Narkanka.

DAY 7 NARKANDA

Morning after breakfast leave for hatu peak visit situated at a height of 2000 feet above Shimla is the Hattu
peak. It can be reached in an hour by trekking. You can also visit the Hattu Mata temple that is located over
here. The Hattu peak is famous for its skiing activities and hiking and is teaming with adventure seekers
during winters when it snows, making the place look like a white wonderland. O/N Narkanda.

DAY 8 NARKANDA Â€“ CHANDIGARH

Morning after breakfast leave for Chandigarh airport drop. Journey ends here.
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